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Characterization of the Pull-Back of ^-Modules
By

Takayuki TAKAHASHI*

§1. Introduction
Let/: X-*Y be a smooth morphism of smooth algebraic varieties X and Y
over (C. If a coherent ®x~module M is the pull-back of a coherent ©y-module,
M satisfies Ch(M) e^x F T*7. Conversely let M be an algebraic ©^-module
such that Ch(M) Cj^x F T*Y. It is a natural question to ask when such an M is
the pull-back of a ®r-module. In this paper we will prove that the condition
Ch(M) c X X F T * 7 implies that M is always the pull-back of a coherent
®r~module globally on X if / is a proper smooth morphism with simply
connected fiber (Theorem 3.1).
A local result below is known in the analytic category. We denote by Xan
the associated complex manifold of X and by fan '• Xan ~* Yan the associated
holomorphic map. We define Man by ®xflB ®®XM. Let / be the ideal of the
functions on T*X that vanish on X X F T*r. The necessary and sufficient
condition for Man to be isomorphic to (SS)f*M)an locally on Xan for a ®r~module
M is that M has a good filtration F such that, /GrFM= 0 (in such a case we say
that M is regular singular along X XY T*F). Note that the condition Ch(Jf) dX
XY T*Y does not imply the regular singular condition. In the case of
©JaM-module, such an M always exists under the condition Ch(M) c:^x F T*F
(see Theorem 3.2).

§2. Notations
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over (C. We denote by ®x the sheaf of
rings of algebraic differential operators on X. For a coherent ®x~module M, we
denote by ChM its characteristics variety. Let Y be another smooth algebraic
variety over (C, and/ a morphism/: Z—*T.
We define ®x-»r, ®y+-jr as follows:
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S>z-.Y=Xt;(0%??) **dS>Y+(where A/ is the image of X^-*XX Y) .
We define the direct image ]B)f*M of a ®z~module M by/, and the pull-back
of a ®7- module M by/ as follows:
def

L

def

=R/* (0™ ®fc JO ,
We denote their fc-th cohomology groups by:
def

We denote by ®*aw the sheaf of rings of analytic differential operators on
the associated complex manifold Xan, and by $xan the sheaf of rings of
infinite-order analytic differential operators on Xan.
Let/: X— *Y be a morphism of algebraic varieties. We define ®xan-+Yan,
®Yan+~xan as follows:

J and

®?.^.

(where Af is the image of Xan^Xan X
For a ®^-module ^, We define
def

We have the following properties ( [SKK] ) .
1. $)xm is faithfully flat over ®z.
2. If a coherent ®r~module <N is non-characteristic for/, then we have

In particular, if/ is smooth then this holds for any coherent ®r~module
M.
3. If/: ,¥"— »7 is proper and if M is a coherent ©;r module, then we have

In particular, for coherent ©^-modules M and Jf , we have

§30 Main Theorem
Theorem 3.1r L^^ X and y 5e smooth algebraic varieties over (C, awdi let f:
X—*Y be a proper smooth morphism of fiber dimension d. Assume that any fiber of
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fan : Xan—* Yan is simpley connected. Let M be a coherent $x~module such that
ChUO c=ZX r T*Y. Then M=]S)f*M for some coherent toy-module M.
To prove this theorem we use the following results.
Theorem 3.2 ([SKK]). Let s: Y-^X be a section of f: X-+Y, and M a
coherent tox~module. If Ch (M) <^-X X Y T*7, then

in a neighborhood of s(Y) .
Theorem 3.3 ( [SKK] ). Let MI and M2 be coherent tox~modules such that
ChMj c: X X Y T*Y (i = 1 ,2) , then $Com®<5aH(M\, M£) is locally constant along the
fiber off.
Lemma 3.4. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3.1, there exists
locally on Y a coherent toy-module M such that M°° =
Proof. There exists a section s : Y~* X locally on Y. Since the fiber of/ is
simply connected, the sheaves
fflom^M^^Wf^M)00)
and
M00}

are constant along the fiber of /. Therefore the isomorphism JT°
on s(Y} and its inverse extend to the whole X.
§4. Proof of Main Theorem
Because the fiber of /: X— *Y is simply connected, we have
Y for k^—d,
1

0

for k = l—d.

For any coherent ®r-module N, B/*B/*^V is isomorphic to <
Hence we have
/
x
(4.1)

*,
Dkf*]fi)f*Af

\N
=\
10

for k=~d,
for k = l—d.

We shall prove Main Theorem (Theorem 3.1). First we shall prove Main
Theorem in the following special case.
Lemma 4.1. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3.1, assume further
= Q. ThenM=Q.
Proof. From Lemma 3.4, there exists a coherent ®F~module N such that
= (BfW)00. Hence we have
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By taking the — d-th cohomology, we have

where the left-hand side is 0 by assumption, and the right-hand side is
isomorphic to M°° by (4.1). Hence we have

and the faithfully flatness of ©F^ over ®y implies
^=0.

Therefore M°° = (B/W) °° = 0. Finally the faithfully flatness of Sxm over ®x
implies M = 0.
D
Let us prove Main Theorem r in the general case. For any coherent
®F~module N, we have
, M) .

By taking the 0-th cohomology, we have
Hom®y (M, D~%M) = Horn®, (E)/*^, M) .
Hence, by setting JV=D~df*M, there exists a morphism
a : ]$)fJV->M
such that the composition

coincides with the isomorphism Af —* D~df*M. From the short exact sequence
(4.2)

0-»^B/*^^Im(a)-^0,

where £ is the kernel of a, we obtain the exact sequence
0 -> D~%£ -* D-%lB)fAf ->• D'% (Im a) .
Because the composition of
D~%]$)fJV-^D-%(lma)

-* D~%M

is an isomorphism, j8 is injective. Therefore D~df*£ = Q. Because Ch(.S?) C J ^ X y
T*F by the exact sequence (4.2), Lemma 4.1 shows Ji? = 0, and hence a is
injective. So we have a short exact sequence

where «/C is the cokernel of a. The associated long exact sequence gives
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o -> D-%m/*JV ^ D-%M -» D-%M -* Dl~%mfj\f.
Because Dl~df*mfN
= 0. Hence

= 0 by (4.1), D~%Mf must vanish.

Lemma 4.1 shows M

a: m.f*N ~> M
is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of Main Theorem.
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